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Does what it's suppose to do and that is store your wheat pennies and keep them safe just a heads

put mine had a hole in the back of one of the coin slots no big deal but it was slightly worrying when

first opening up the package. As for if I would recommend this product to others most definitely

although being cheaply made it does what it is suppose to do and at good price. Also it had free

shiping!

Perfect folders for the project I am doing. I bought #1 #2 #3 they all came in great condition and

were delivered on Memorial Day very impressed. They were cheap witch is good for I am going to

frame them in a frame that can easily have the glass slid to side so you can put any new coins in

them.I would suggest if you are just starting out or are making a second set for a misc project to get

these. If you want to see the back and front of the coins or would like to have it better protected I

would say buy the Albums and not folders.

Having worked at a cash register and with money for so long, I've always been fascinated with

different coins. I've had all my coins in small bags and coin pockets but I finally got tired of sorting

through them and trying to see what doubles I had. I was happy to put them into a nice stiff book like



design, and it held the coins really well. I was finally able to get rid of the doubles and triples that I

had. As soon as I can I will be purchasing the others, from the other two penny ones to the quarters

and nickles. Excellent buy.

I bought these for my grandchildren for Christmas to use with wheat pennies I had collected and just

plain wheat pennies has a game nice quality.

Same as the one's I had as a chile 50 years ago except maybe thinner cover material. Good for the

beginning collector and should last years if not abused. Not the sturdiest of all products.

It's sophisticatedly built good quality once you put a coin in though trying to get it out is pretty rough

and then putting it back in it gets a little looser N Looser as you take the coins in and out of the little

round slots but it works really good.It's definitely for a serious coin collector excuse me penny

collector.

Nice starter album, it covers a lot of years for a beginner. My seven year old loves it. Can't view both

sides once you put the coin in, difficult to remove. But to get a collection organized organized and a

child interested it is great.

Perfect fit and great way to display all the old coins.
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